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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION:

REGION 111

Report No: 50-461/91005(DRS)

Docket No: 50-461 License No: NPi-62

Licensee: Illinois Power Company
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, IL 62525

Facility Name: Clinton Power Station

Inspection At: Clinton Site, Clinton, IL 61727

Inspection Conducted: February 25 - March 14, 1991
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Inspection Summary

Inspection on February 25 throuah March 14. 1991 (Report No. 50-

461/91005(DRS)).
Areas Inspected: Announced inspection of implementation of Inservice Testing
(IST) including administrative procedures, implementing procedures, program
documents, and instrument calibrations; and the check valve monitoring program
(73756).
Results: No violations or deviations were identified. Based on the results
of the inspection, the NRC inspectors noted the following:

o The use of incorrectly calibrated vibration analysis equipment was
considered a weakness.

o The licensee appears to have a competent staff which has developed and
was implementing an effective IST program,
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

. Illinois Power Comnany (IPC)

*R. Phares, Director of Licensing
*S. R. Bell, Supervisor, Inservice Inspection (ISI)
M. Baig, Project Engineer, ISI
D. Chiou, Staff Engineer
T. Parrent, Project Engineer, IST

*J. A. Brownell, Project Specialist, Licensing

* Denotes those who participated in telephone exit meeting on March 14,
1991.

2. Pumo and Valve Instrvice Testina (IST) Proaram Implementation (73756)

The NRC inspectors reviewed the licensee's IST program to determine the
effectiveness of its implementation,

a. Proaram Revig

The program, " Pump and Valve Testing Program Plan," Revision 8, was
written to satisfy the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section XI,1980 Edition, Winter 1981 Addenda. It
incorporates the following documents:

(1) NRC Letter dated September 22, 1987, which included "NRR's
Position on When Technical Specification LC0 Action Statement
Clock Begins When IST Surveillance Results Are in the Action
Range."

(2) IE Information Notice 86-50, " Inadequate Testing to Detect
Failures of Safety-Related Pneumatic Components of System."
1111nois Power Review letter Y-86498 dated November 18, 1987.

(3) IE Information Notice, " Check Valve Inservice Testing Program
Deficiencies." lilinois Power review letter Y-90126 dated
December 6, 1988.

(4) NRC Generic letter 89-04, " Guidance on Developing Acceptable
Inservice Testing Programs." Iliinois Power review letter
Y-91415 dated May 11, 1989.

Clinton should receive a Safety Evaluation Report (SER) from NRC,
detailing the results of the NRC review of the Clinton Power Station
(CPS) IST program, in the near future. In recognition of the
pending issuance of the SER, the NRC inspeders reviewed the relief
requests (submitted to NRC for approval) for familiarization. The
NRC inspectors noted that some of the relief requests did not
provide adequate justification for the NRC to grant relief. IPC was
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in contact with NRR during the course of the inspection to resolve
the concerns.

At the time of the inspection, all programmatic control of IST was
under the control of the ISI Section Supervisor. Even though IST
procedures might have been originated by other technical groups, the
procedures were subject to review by the Inservice Inspection (ISI)
Section before implementation. Because of the need to coordinate
performance of pump and valve tests with Operations, the personnel
who normally perform the tests were Shift Technical Advisors (STA)
from the Operations Group. The data generated by those tests were
reviewed and approved (or anomalies were resolved) by ISI personnel,
who extracted the necessary information for trending. The ISI
Section analyzed data, checked for compliance with required
acceptance criteria, initiated appropriate action when equipment
fell into the " alert range" or " required action range" and
maintained trending data (manually). Containment isolation valves,
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) valves, and all pumps which
fell into the " required action range" were immediately declared
inoperable by the Shift Supervisor performing the test.

During a previous inspection, several procedures were found to
include the option to defer declaring valves inoperable for 24
hours, if " technical justification" was available, when the valves
were found to fall in the " required action range " The licensee
committed to eliminate this option from each of the several
procedures during a subsequent revision.

The NRC inspectors noted that all of the procedures had not yet been
changed. Subsequent review revealed that 8 of 22 procedures were
still in the process of being changed.

The NRC inspectors reviewed the licensee's " Pump and Valves Test
Results, Evaluation and Tracking," Instruction EP-3, Revision 1,
issued August 21, 1990, and " Inservice Inspection and Personnel
Review," Instruction EP-2, Revision 1, issued December 28, 1988.
These documents are the principal vehicles for guidance in the
implementation of the licensees IST program. Both documents were
found to conform to the requirements of the IST Program.

b. Charoino Water Ball Check Valve Testin.g

| Procedure PTP-RD-01, Revision 1, WP was previously reviewed by the
NRC inspectors and found to prescribe an effective test for control
rod drive accumulator charging water check valves.

The testing procedure included a ten mim.te minimum leak time
requirement for accumulators to drop from 1750 psig to 1520 psig.
Any valve which coes not meet the acceptance criteria shall be

! declared inoperable. During the latest testing, one valve failed
| the test. The failed valve was a ball check, it was the only valve

out of 145 valves that was not replaced with a soft-seat valve.'
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After repair, the ball check valve was restored to operability. No
problems were notcd.

c. Pumo and Valve Inservice Testinn Documenti

Records of selected samples of completed IST work packages were
requested by the NRC inspectors. The NRC inspectors reviewed the
following packages:

o CPS No. 1887.00, " Administration of In-Service Inspection (ISI)
Program Activities," Revision 5, dated March 24, 1988,

o Memo 4438/M124, " Check Valve Monitoring Program," dated
October 13, 1989, including inspection checklist.

o CPS No. 9053.05, Surveillance Procedure, "RHR/LPCS Valve
Operation (Shut down)," Revision 31, dated December 3, 1990,

o CPS No. 1012.01, " Control of Measuring and Test Equipment,"
Revision-7.

o CPS No. 1512.0, " Calibration ana control of Measuring and Test
Equipment," Revision 12.

o CPS No. 9080.12, " Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Transfer Pump
Operability," performed June 12, 1990, September 5, 1990, and
December 22, 1990 (C pump).

o CPS No. 9051.01, "HPCS [High. Pressure Core Spray] Pump
Operability," performed October 5, 1990, November 27, 1990, and
February 22, 1991,

o CPS No. 9080.12, " Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Transfer Pump
Operability," performed September 16, 1990, November 13, 1990,
and February 5, 1991 (A pump).

No deficiencies were noted with the procedures nor the work
performed. The "voillances-were completed successfully and were
accomplished in rdance with the licensee's program. One problem
was noted by the inspectors with respect to the vibration
measurement eqb, it used in pump testing. This item is discussed
in Section d. be.

d. Dlibration of Vibration Instruments

, The NRC inspectors reviewed calibration records for IRD 306
L vibration equipment. This equipment was used during IST of pumps to

obtain the vibration amplitude of pumps as required by IWP-3100,
" Inservice Test Quantities." The NRC inspectors noted that the
instrument accuracy specified was 11% instead of the 5% limit
specified by the Code,' Table IWP-4110-1, " Acceptable Instrument
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Accuracy." The licer ee initiated a condition Report to evaluate
and correct the condition.

The licensee reviewed the most recent test data for all pumps and
applied a correction factor to account for the actual calibration of
i 11% instead of the i 5% that was assumed. No concerns with pump
operability were noted from the review. Interim corrective actions
have been implemented until the licensee is able to identify the
long term corrective actions. Additionally, the licensee stated
that a review of all other instrumentation used for IST of pumps
will bo '.onducted to determine if calibration errors exist for these
instruments.

The licensee committed to forward the long term corrective actions
and the results of the review of the other IST instruments to
Region 111 by June 30, 1991. The NRC inspectors had no further
questions although the use of incorrectly calibrated vibration
analysis equipment was considered a weakness.

e. IST of Standby Liauid Control (SLC) Systtm

In order to ensure that full stroke exercising of the SLC discharge
check valves was being executed effectively even though there was no
flow meter in the line, the NRC inspectors reviewed the test
procedures. Full exercise testing of SLC discharge check valves was
prescribed in CPS No. 9015.06 entitled, " Cold Shutdown Standby
liquid Control Pump and Valve Operability Check," Revision 21, dated
November 27, 1989. The test measured the change in level of a tank
of known volume after the pump was run for a timed period of two
minutes at a measured dif ferential pressure of 1206 to 1254 psi. By
calculation of the actual gpm pumped, the achievement of full flow
(41.2 gpm) could be established. The NRC inspectors confirmed that
the Technical Specification requirement stated for minimum flow- for
each pump in the SLC tested in accordance with the requirements of
4.0.5 was 41.2 gpm, Based on these data, the NRC inspectors
concluded that the test method prescribed was satisfactory.

f. Check Valve Monitorina Proaram

.
The CPS Check Valve Monitoring Program was developed by the licensee

! to implement the recommendations of INP0 SOER 86-03. The NRC
i inspectors reviewed this program and confirmed that it provided

additional confidence that the check valves in the Clirn station4

would perform properly when called upon to do so.

| -The program for IST of check vlaves which was in use at the time of
| the inspection was largely dependent on periodic disassembly and

inspection. The high cost of disassembling and reassembling check
valves, some of which are in high radiation areas, represents a
significant burden to the licensee in time, money and radiation
exposure. It is also a source of potential damage to the check
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valves. The licensee hoped to avoid the deletrious consequences of
valve disassembly in the future by the use of non-intrusive devices
such as Acoustic Emission Monitoring (AEM).

The long term objective for check valve monitoring is a predictiv6
maintenance program based on valve history, valve failure, AEM valve
degradstion or an unexplained change in the AEM signature of the
valve. The licensee recognized the potential benefits from such a
plan but also recognized that it must be shown to be effective
before implementation is practical.

g. Testable Tiltina Disk Check Valves

The NRC inspectors reviewed the licensees corrective actions to
chronic check valve leak test failues. Testable tilting disk check
valves on the feedwater system have repeatedly failed leak tests
performed at low pressure (9 psig) because the force provided at the
low pressures did not properly seat the valve. The licensee
indicated that reworking the valves provided a temporary corrective
action but the benefits were frequently lost by the time they were
tested during the following outage. The problem with these valves
is one faced by a number of plants with whom the licensee is in
contact. The licensee indicated that longer term corrective action
currently considered by plants experiencing the problem include the
following:

(1) Supply the valves (20 inch, 1500#) with blank disks and rebore
the blank disks while in the closed posiilon to ensure optimum
alignment with the holes in the valve body. (This was
considered to be the more viable approach.) The tilting disk
check valves have tapered seats,-so the mating surfaces form a
truncated cone. The slightest misalignment of the disk with
the seat will cause contact on one side prior to seating. This
will result in leakage until sufficient force is available from
differential pressure to slide the disk into full diameter
seating. For example, if the lower edge of the disk makes
contact first, the closing force must overcome the forces
involved in lifting and sliding the disk into proper alignment.
Providing improved alignment can improve the possibility of
full diameter seating at low dp.

(2) Replace the currently used hard_ seat valves with valves which
contain hard and sof t seats (dual seats). The soft seat
provides.a leak-tight seal at low pressures (such as the 9
pound leak test) and a hard seat seals at higher pressures. As
the load on the seat increases, tF compression of the soft
seat is limited to an acceptable level by the contact between
the hard seats.

!

Clinton has used dual seat valves for several years and has |experienced mixed results. Basically, they perform well, but are i

easily damaged at the temperature of the application. Successful
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application would require inspections as often as practical and
replacement of damaged seats. When improved soft seat material is
developed, the dual seat concept will be a more viable alternative.

,

The NRC inspectors consider that the licensee was pursuing an
acceptable course of action in that they have actively sought
improved check valve performance through contacts with valve
manufacturers and other utilities who shared the proisiem. The NRC
inspectors considered that the efforts of the lic'4nsee to resolve
this problem were appropriate and vigorous.

h. P_osition Indicatina Licht Switches

The NRC inspectors reviewed drawings and test procede vi. - ;. c.k
vahes to ensure that the signals provided by positior ind;uting
light switches would give accurate indications of full open position
to confirm passage of full flow.

Position indicating light switches on the testable tilting disk
check valves in the Feedwater system were found to be operated
directly from a cam on the disk shaft. As a result, they can be
used to show disk position.

Testable tilting disk check valves at Clinton are now tested by
removing the operator and manually operating the disk shaft with a
torque wrench to show full stroke operation and to identify when
excessive torque is required to operate the valve. The
determination of an acceptable disk shaft rotating force is the
principal benefit of this test, because the position indication
lights can be shown to accurately reflect disk position.

The NRC inspectors consider this to be a rigorous test which exceeds
the requirement for full stroke exercising and provides a measurable
rotational force which can be trended and used as a method of
predicting the need for maintenance.

3. Exit Interview

The Region III inspectors discussed the purpose and findings of the
inspection with licensee representatives denoted in Paragraph 1 on
March 14, 1991- at the conclusion of the inspection. The licensee
representatives acknowledged the information and the commitment
identified in paragraph 2.d. of this report. The inspectors discussed
the likely informational content of the inspection report with regard to
documents or processes reviewed during the inspection. The licensee did
not identify any such documents / processes as proprietary.
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